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In these operations, the Indian railways seem to be competing with
the British and the French railways, which, having a relatively
much larger stock of wagons, can afford the luxury of a long wagon
turn-round time and the convenience and ease to their customers
by not pressing them with completing the loading and unloading
operations more rapidly. The Indian railways are in an altogether
different situation as their wagon stock is relatively small and
the demand for freight transport is expected to rise rapidly.
The advantages that follow from a decline in the wagon turn-
round time are by no means negligible. The reduction in the
wagon turn-round time by three or four days or by around a fourth
or third—surely an ambitious but not a very unreasonable target—
could raise correspondingly the freight carrying capacity of the
present wagon park. In that case, the railways would need an
expansion of their wagon stock by no more than about a sixth to
meet all the additional traffic that may be generated under the
maximum assumption during the Second Plan. In quantitative
terms, the railways would then need some 40,000 additional wagons
instead of the 107,000 contemplated in the Second Plan. There
would be no need for any expansion in the wagon stock if the
lower hypothesis concerning the growth of freight traffic were to
materialize.
Although the example cited above is only for the purpose of
illustration,its real significance would seem to be beyond dispute.
A comparison of the utilization of the freight equipment in India
and China in the table below—countries with considerable similari-


India
China
Item
1955-56
1956
Freight traffic (million tons-originating)
120
246
Wagons (number in thousand)
266
9520
Tons loaded (per wagon per yea?)
450
260020
Wagon turn-round time (days)
12
3
source : India : The Second Five Year Plan; and China : Razvitie
Ekonomiki Stran Norodnoi Demokratii Azii (Economic Developments in the
People's Democracies in Asia) (Moscow) Report for 1955, P. F. 3 and
Report for 1956, P. 14 F.
20 Approximate estimates based on the data in the above publications.

